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Introduction

• Authors argue that states can improve their allotment of a good or 
convince an opponent to back down and have shorter crises if 
their opponents have greater expected costs of crisis

• This article considers whether nuclear proliferators actually reap 
benefits from their weapons
• We are interested in how states benefit from the bomb even when 

they do not actually use it



Hypothesis 1 & 2

• Nuclear-weapon states are more likely to prevail in either gaining 
concessions or convincing an opponent to back down in their crises 
than are non–nuclear-weapon states. 
• Opponents of nuclear-weapon states are more likely to end crises 

sooner than opponents of non-nuclear-weapon states. 



Hypothesis 3-5

• Nuclear-weapon states in symmetric dyads are less likely to 
prevail in their crises than those in asymmetric dyads. 
• Opponents of nuclear-weapon states in symmetric dyads are less 

likely to end their crises sooner than those in asymmetric dyads. 
• Nuclear-weapon states will be more prone to prevail and to face 

shorter crises when saliency is high. 



Data

• Data used mainly from ICB Dataset in conjunction 
with numerous other sources

• The first and last days of crisis are rarely the same 
for both actors in a dyad, as the crisis is usually 

perceived first by one actor, and the other actor 
only perceives a crisis after the first responds



Crisis Outcomes

• Derive some predictions about the impact of nuclear weapons, 
given different levels of intensity and holding all control 
variables at their median values

• Table 2 presents the probit results of whether crisis actors are 

effectively able to succeed in gaining concessions, or at least, 
in not yielding to demands

• From the results of this model, nonnuclear opponents of 
nuclear states are more likely to face defeat, while nuclear 
states are less likely to realize defeat in their crises against 
nonnuclear states



Selection Models

• The censored probit models, which 
adjust for nonrandom selection into a 
crisis, are given in Table 3

• When accounting for the nonrandom 

selection into mediation, nuclear 
states still are more likely to succeed 
in achieving their demands and 
getting the opponent to back down 
against nonnuclear states
• Moreover, that relationship is 

much stronger in high-salience 
cases than in ones without a 
substantial threat involved 



Probabilities of an Actor Reaching a 
Beneficial Outcome

• Table 4 presents the predicted probabilities of an actor 
reaching a beneficial outcome, calculated using CLARIFY 

• When evaluating all crises, non-weapon states have about 
a 40 percent probability of prevailing in their crises. 
• This probability increases to 54 percent for nuclear 

states in asymmetric dyads and drops back to 41 
percent in a symmetric dyad

• The starker effects of nuclear status in the third column 
of Table 4 compared to the second one again confirm the 
conditioning effect of salience

• In the high-intensity crises in which nuclear-weapon 
status matters most, nuclear-weapon states are expected 
to last only 116 days in crisis against a non-nuclear state.
• Substantially less than the 246 days that a 

nonnuclear state is expected to last against a 
nonnuclear opponent. 



Crisis Length

• Table 5 presents the duration models
• Positive coefficients indicate a higher likelihood of 

early termination
• We find that nuclear states and opponents of 

nuclear states face significantly shorter crises. 
• The interaction between a severe threat and the 

nuclear status of the opponent is positive and 
statistically significant in model 12. 

• This provides further evidence in support of 
Hypothesis 5, as crises are even shorter when 
actors face nuclear opponents and there is both a 
threat of great damage and some violence



Alternative Explanations

• Many of the nuclear states tend to be allies of the 
United States or permanent members of the UN 
Security Council

• Such states represent the status-quo arrangement of 

power in the international system, as they have better 
access to leverage by which they can shape the system 
in their favor peacefully

• Ran a model that controls for whether a state has a 
defense pact with the United States
• In models 13 and 14 of Table 6, we observe that 

the relationship between nuclear status and 
gaining concessions remains relatively unchanged 



Conclusion

• This article has explored the incentives that make nuclear 
weapons attractive to a wide range of states despite their costly 
and dangerous nature 

• Found that nuclear weapons provide more than prestige, they 
provide leverage. 
• They are useful in coercive diplomacy, and this must be central to 

any explanation of why states acquire them. 
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Introduction

• Develops from a nuclear brinkmanship theory framework
• According to this nuclear-brinkmanship-theory approach, the state 

that is willing to run the greatest risk of nuclear war before 
submitting will be most likely to win a nuclear crisis 
• Therefore, it is the balance of resolve, not the balance of nuclear 

forces, that determines the out-come of conflict between nuclear 
powers



Advantages of Nuclear Superiority

• By incorporating the nuclear balance into the model, I 
demonstrate that nuclear superiority increases a state’s level of 
resolve, improving its prospects for victory in nuclear crises
• For each state, the game can end in one of three ways: The state 

can win, lose, or suffer a disaster
• Leaders in nuclear superior states still badly want to avoid a 

nuclear exchange, but because the costs of a nuclear exchange 
are relatively lower, one should expect that they will be willing, 
on average, to hazard a higher risk of disaster than their nuclear 
inferior opponents
• making them more likely to ultimately win nuclear crises



Hypothesis 1 & 2

• H1: States that enjoy nuclear superiority will be more likely to 
win nuclear crises
• H2: The greater a state’s level of nuclear superiority, the more 

likely it is to win nuclear crises
• The strongest challenge to these hypotheses is that the nuclear balance is 

largely irrelevant to nuclear crisis outcomes because political stakes so 
greatly shape the probability of victory in nuclear crises



Nuclear Crises Data

• Drawn from the International Crisis Behavior Project’s (ICB)
list of international crises



Nuclear Crises Outcomes

• Table 2 demonstrates that states 
are unlikely to achieve victory in 
nuclear crises

• States have achieved a clear 
victory in only 35 percent of 
nuclear crises 

• The table also shows, however, 
that the possession of nuclear 
superiority greatly improves a 
state’s chances of victory in 
nuclear crises 



Regression Analysis

• Employ probit models to test claims 
about the correlates of nuclear crisis 
outcomes

• Superiority is found to be statistically 

significant and positively correlated 
with victory in nuclear crises when 
considered alone, when nested within a 
fully specified model, and when 
included in a trimmed model

• The analy- sis reveals a strong empirical 
link between nuclear superiority and 
victory in nuclear crises

• Nuclear superiority has a substantively 
important effect on the outcomes of 

nuclear crises 



Nuclear Superiority and Probability of Victory

• The results support the claim that greater levels of nuclear
superiority are positively associated with victory in nuclear 
crises 
• In substantive terms, a shift from the least to the most 

favorable nuclear balance is associated with an 88 percent 
increase in the probability of victory

• Moving to the right, the figure shows that an increase in the 
proportion of nuclear weapons that a state possesses within a 
crisis dyad results in a corresponding increase in the 
probability of victory



U.S. Nuclear Advantage

• Figure 2 depicts the size of the U.S. nuclear advantage 
relative to the Soviet Union, measured in numbers of 
nuclear warheads over the course of the Cold War period

• Figure 2 shows that the United States enjoyed nuclear 

superiority over the Soviet Union at the beginning of the 
Cold War 

• The figure shows that the United States was more likely to 
win nuclear crises when it possessed nuclear superiority 
over the Soviet Union

• In sum, this evidence suggests that the positive 
relationship between a nuclear advantage and nuclear 
crisis outcomes is also evident within a single dyad over 
time 



Discussion & Conclusion

• Article examined the outcomes of nuclear crises
• Kroenig derived a new theoretical implication of nuclear 

brinkmanship theory to account for the observed relationship 
between nuclear superiority and victory in nuclear crises
• Argued that nuclear crises are competitions in risk taking, and

that nuclear superior states are willing to run greater risks than 
their nuclear inferior opponents 

• Nuclear superiority aids states in games of nuclear brinkmanship 
by increasing their levels of effective resolve 
• Article also provides some support for the idea that political 

stakes shape crisis outcomes 


